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Consultation paper: Rebooting the Network  

1. Background 

The National HECA Forum was formed in 1999 in response to the passage of the Home 

Energy Conservation Act 1995 and the UK-wide employment of HECA Officers. Much has 

changed in that time and HECA no longer has the importance that it did. Many newer 

officers will be unfamiliar with it other than the current guidance that requires local authorities 

to report against progress every two years.  

In 2009 the organisation changed its name to the Carbon Action Network, from the UK 

Home Energy Conservation Association (UK HECA), reflecting a general focus on carbon 

emissions in local government at that time, now diminished. There has also been significant 

divergence between the UK constituent nations since the 1990s, with HECA repealed in 

Scotland and Wales. The most recent membership survey showed no conclusive support for 

either remaining as CAN or reverting to HECA. A third way is suggested and one that better 

reflects our roles.  

2. Proposal: 

That CAN change its identity and purpose to become a membership body for local energy 

officers, principally those working in local government but also those working for social 

landlords and community energy organisations. The focus of the organisation will remain 

principally on domestic energy efficiency for the time being. 

A number of other local authority functions have their representative bodies: ALGAO for 

archaeologists, SOPO for procurement, ADSO for democratic services, SOLACE for chief 

executives, POS for planners and NATO for tree officers. It is proposed that we join their 

ranks in having a national representative body, one that consolidates the position of local 

energy officer as a formal and valuable role and acts as a clear and united voice in 

engagement with government and other national bodies.  

3. New identity: 

The National Executive seeks views on a new identity and we suggest one that is: 

 Clear and factual 

 Recognises the moves towards devolution within England and greater local delivery 

 Future-proof, and not subject to changing priorities on fuel poverty, carbon etc. 

 Promotes the role of local authority energy officers as a coherent profession  

 

The National Executive seeks your views on the proposed name below: 

 

 Association of Local Energy Officers (ALEO) 
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The National Carbon Action Network (CAN) is an identity of the Home Energy Conservation Association (UK HECA Ltd) 

Company registration number: 5498046 – UK HECA Ltd is a not-for-profit organisation. 

 

4. Structure: 

 

 Retains existing federal structure of the nine English regions and Wales. Board of 

two representatives from each region (Chair and Vice Chair). One vote per region or 

nation.  

 Regions should be encouraged but not obliged to adopt the new national identity.  

 Co-operation will be sought with colleagues in Scotland and Northern Ireland, as 

currently, but formal involvement will be at their discretion.  

 Local authority domestic energy officers will form the core membership of the 

network however we will seek to involve other social landlords and community 

energy organisations.  

 

5. Membership fees: 

This was discussed by the Executive but no changes are proposed. At national level the 

organisation will continue to seek sponsorship and the support of private sector partners will 

remain important.  

6. Consultation 

Please send your responses to the questions below to the National Secretariat at 

rob.leeson@can.uk.net. The deadline for responses is 5.00pm on Wednesday, 2nd 

December 2015.  

 

1. Do you support the reasoning behind a reboot of the network? 

 

2. Do you support the change of our operating name to the ‘Association of Local Energy 

Officers’? If not, do you have an alternative suggestion? 

 

3. What role do you believe housing associations should play in the network? 

 

4. What role do you believe community energy organisations should play in the 

network? 

 

5. Do you have any comments on the role of colleagues working in the devolved 

nations?  
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